Data Sheet

Xpress Conversion Tool
Easily move your jobs to the
Stonebranch UAC — no complex
migration planning required.

• Eliminate the drawbacks
of legacy scheduling solutions
like Windows Scheduler, Cron
Scheduling, and SAP Job Scheduler

The Stonebranch Xpress Conversion Tool
(XCT) moves natively scheduled tasks to
the Universal Automation Center (UAC), then
upgrades them into event-based workload
automation you can orchestrate alongside the
rest of your enterprise-wide automations.

• Automatically convert and upgrade
native tasks to the UAC
• Optimize resources with
event-based scheduling

The XCT offers a single point of control
for self-service conversions.

• Orchestrate workflows across
your hybrid IT environment

Whether you need more process control, faster
batch processing, improved auditability, or all
of the above, the UAC has you covered.

• Support industry audit standards,
including HIPAA, SOX, and GLBA
Stonebranch Universal Controller
VISIBILITY



Single view of your entire
business process

No cross-server
dependencies



VISIBILITY

MONITORING



Dashboard shows all
relevant data and reports

No central control
of the process



MONITORING

CENTRAL SCRIPT LIBARY



Central library for all scripts

Scripts are distributed
over multiple servers



CENTRAL SCRIPT LIBARY

EVENT MANAGEMENT



Event-based scheduling using
real-time resources status info

No event-based scheduling



EVENT MANAGEMENT

WEB INTERFACE



Define processes via
drag and drop

Outdated fat client



WEB INTERFACE

CALENDAR



Control of run-times via calendar

No support for calendar,
vacations, business days



CALENDAR

AUDITING



Supports all major audit
standards: SOX, GLBA, HIPAA

No audit capabilities,
who did what and when



AUDITING

FILE TRANSFER



Central definition of all transfers

No file transfer solution



FILE TRANSFER
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Convert to UAC — Simply,
Independently, and Automatically
With the XCT, automation and efficiency
are only four short steps away:
• Find and collect task definitions from all servers via XCT.
• Read all existing definitions via XCT.
• Convert all existing definitions to the UAC.
• Load the UAC files into the Universal Controller.
When your legacy tasks are running in the UAC,
you gain the power to truly orchestrate workflows
across your hybrid IT environment.

1. Auditability
UAC automatically tracks any configuration changes and
lets you create fully customizable audit trail reports of
your automation landscape. It supports the industry audit
standards, including HIPAA, SOX, and GLBA.

2. The Easy Route to Web-Based
Enterprise Orchestration
The XCT makes it easy to move from your current
scheduler to the UAC’s easy-to-use web interface.
Once your jobs are in the UAC, you can:
• Connect tasks in workflow sequences to
schedule and monitor processes.
• Implement conditional processing
based on completion status.
• Easily integrate countless applications
with secure APIs.

3. Decreased Batch Processing Time
UAC optimizes the use of computing resources by
supporting event-based scheduling in combination with
real-time resource control.

XCT makes it easy to
move to the UAC.
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Stonebranch Simplifies
Real-time Automation
Stonebranch builds IT orchestration
and automation solutions that
help enterprises break down
automation silos while gaining
centralizing control of automated
jobs, tasks, and workloads.
The Universal Automation
Center platform supports your
entire hybrid IT environment,
including on-premises, cloud,
and containerized microservices.
The platform runs automation in
real-time, responds intelligently
to business needs, and integrates
with just about any application
or platform you can throw at it.

